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Global expansion of natural capital accounting



Toward a common understanding of accounting



SEEA ecosystem accounting



Goals and Objectives

• Goal: By 2019, we will have 
demonstrated that NCA in the US 
is feasible and we will illustrate 
how to achieve that 

• Objectives:
• Develop a methodological and 

institutional strategy for NCA in the 
US

• Develop the “proof of concept” for 
NCA in the US

• Raise awareness of NCA among key 
private and public stakeholders

tinyurl.com/us-nca



Key activities

• Research tasks:
• Synthesize readily available data that support NCA

• National scale ecosystem services mapping and modeling

• Subnational NCA and economic valuation

• Engagement with key USG agencies and private sector for 
information exchange throughout the project (i.e., Advisory 
Group)

• Strategic communications



Advice from our international colleagues

1. Understand & communicate the value proposition of 
accounting

2. Start with a small number of accounts, develop them, get 
feedback, and iterate

3. Pick policy-relevant accounts

4. Facilitate communication across agencies (statistical offices, 
natural resource agencies, economic planning agencies)

5. Develop graphically appealing indicators that summarize key 
findings



Implementing that advice

1. Understand & communicate the value proposition of accounting
Value as a national/international standard, starting point for subnational ES 
assessment, strengthen ties of ES to private sector & Dept. of Commerce, etc.

2. Start with a small number of accounts, develop them, get feedback, and 
iterate

Start with land & water accounts from roughly 2000-2010; add more accounts as 
we go

3. Pick policy-relevant accounts
Pick a policy-relevant subnational case study (TBD)

4. Facilitate communication across agencies (statistical offices, natural 
resource agencies, economic planning agencies)

Working group includes representatives from BEA, NOAA, DOI, USGS, USEPA, U.S. 
State Department. Briefings to OMB, CEQ, others.

5. Develop graphically appealing indicators that summarize key findings
TBD once initial findings developed



Multi-year workplan

• 2016-2017:

Introductory journal article on NCA in the U.S.

First iteration U.S. & subnational land account

First iteration U.S. & subnational water account

Solicit critical feedback on land & water accounts

• 2017-2019:

Second iteration U.S. & subnational land & water accounts

Pilot test national-scale ecosystem accounts for selected 

ecosystem services

Conduct public & private-sector outreach
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Land accounts, Upper Rio Grande watershed



Land accounts, Upper Rio Grande watershed



Next steps, land accounts

• Add land use data to land cover 
data

• Add property value from 
BEA/Zillow

• Future possibilities: Use CCAP 
data for coastal zones with 
NOAA; Update to 2016 NLCD 
(late 2018)

Theobald 2014 →

Falcone et al. 2015
↓



Water accounts

Work starting January 2017

1. USGS Water Use data, 2000-
2005-2010

2. USGS & USEPA water quality 
data

3. BEA water & wastewater 
infrastructure asset values

Brown et al. 2016



Next steps, ecosystem accounts

• Carbon thematic accounts – Based 
on NLCD 2001-2006-2011 and USGS 
LandCarbon C stock & flow models

• USGS Benefit Transfer Toolkit 
already separated out into NCA-
compliant and non-compliant 
valuation studies (recreation)

• National modeling of changes in 
sediment & nutrient regulation, 
water yield, and other services at 
high resolution using national-scale 
data and supercomputers/cloud 
computing Brown et al. 2016



Answering the demand for national-scale 
assessment

Science 354:838-839 (Nov. 18, 2016)



Join us!

We envision our group’s role as a project broker – synthesizing rather 
than generating all NCA-relevant data. Join us by:

• Learning more about NCA methods & applications;

• Contacting the authors to understand key data gaps & priorities to 
improve the scientific & decision-making value of NCA;

• Collaborating & contributing ecosystem service data, models, & 
accounts to the broader effort within the NCA framework.


